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Seica is where customers look for leading-edge solutions and at Electronica 2022 
Booth A3-459 they will be highlighting innovative solutions aimed at providing 
facilitated, sustainable and, at the same time, powerful “Testability to Designers”. 
 
“Design for testability” is a well-known concept in the world of electronic board 
design, and it is one of the many requirements that design engineers have to deal 
with every day. Another aspect of their daily work is design validation and, in 
particular, testing prototypes, all within the time to market restrictions imposed by 
today’s accelerated product lifecycle: from concept, to design, to prototype, to 
production, to legacy repair. 
 
Seica’s Pilot VX has an extensive suite of measurement hardware and software tools 
to enable the test and validation of prototypes quickly and with minimum effort. 
Testing low volumes is certainly the first thing that comes to mind when a flying 
prober is mentioned, even though the latest generation, which the Pilot VX 
represents, is now key in many high-volume production environments due to 
dramatic improvements in speed and performance. But Seica has added many 
capabilities and tools that specifically address the needs of designers when testing 
prototypes.  
 
Having physical access to the circuit is a basic requirement for applying stimuli to a 
circuit and measuring the result. With the ability to probe even 35µm pads The 
PILOT VX enables precise physical access to even very small targets, and the 
powerful Flylab software allows you to “interact” with your electronic board as if 
you had eight probes in your hand and a table of instruments available and ready to 
be used to perform validation testing, without requiring specific training on the 
tester or generating a test program. Contact points can be selected manually using 
the integrated cameras and clicking on the graphical board image, then the simple 
and intuitive software interface enables the performance of parametric and 
functional measurements by simply selecting the type of measurement and entering 



the value. The system automatically positions the mobile probes and the 
measurement result appears on the integrated oscilloscope. Moreover, the PR boost 
feature provides the capability to power the board (up to 2A per probe) with all of 
the 8 standard electrical probes, to enable the test of active circuits and other 
functional tests which are an essential part of the design validation process. The 
Thermal Scan option is another useful validation tool, allowing the user to acquire a 
profile of the powered up board to check the thermal behavior of the various 
sections of the circuit. 
 
Of course SEICA’s VIVA software platform also includes a fast, streamlined process 
to automatically generate and debug a complete test program starting from the 
board CAD data, enabling the immediate test of the prototype board to detect any 
manufacturing errors. Functional tests can be created easily, on the fly, with the 
powerful QuickTest software, with only the knowledge of the circuit to be tested 
(and not necessarily the tester or programming language). The FlyPod option 
extends testing capability even more by specialising a single mobile probe to carry up 
to 14 channels, enabling access to boundary scan circuits and adding onboard 
programming capability without any external FIXED cables. 
 
Designers often have to implement the original functional test spec, and Seica’s 
MINI Line of test solutions provide a wide range of integrated instruments, switching 
matrices and user power supplies, making it a very useful and cost-effective platform 
to develop your customized test benchmark. The user has broad discretion in the 
choice of configuration and programming languages: Seica’s VIVA Integrated 
Platform (VIP™)allows easy integration of off-the shelf instrumentation, and test 
sequences can be developed using the VIVA Test Studio environment, or a wide 
range of third-party software including LabView©, TestStand©, C, and Python. 
Unlike self-manufactured “rack and stack” test beds, Seica’s MINI test solution, with 
its standard “core” VIP™ including complete User documentation and a self-
diagnostic program, guarantees its sustainability and maintainability over time and in 
the case of resource turnover. Plus the programs developed on the MINI are 
completely transportable to other SEICA systems which makes for fast and easy 
setup of the manufacturing test process.  
 
The PILOT and MINI test solutions (like all SEICA systems) include the features and 
performances to support full traceability of the test results of each single board, 
making them available for subsequent repair operations, statistical analysis, etc., 
storing them locally via the resident repair station software module, or on external 
information systems. The Pilot VX adds even more information, since it includes the 
capability to collect and store the data regarding the mechanical pressure applied 
by the test probes on every point on the board under test, making it available for 
visual, graphical and statistical analysis. 
The acquisition and digitalization of additional data coming from machines is part of 
Canavisia’s Industry 4.0 solution, and visitors to SEICA’s booth will see the Dashboard 
and APP provide a real-time view of the connected resources as well as statistical 
reporting.  



Come and visit Booth A3-459 to see SEICA’S wide range of leading-edge solutions, 
developed to help you validate your prototypes, with minimum effort and 
maximum return of traceable data - fast.  
 
About Seica S.p.A. 
Founded in 1986, Seica S.p.A. is an innovative, high technology company that 
develops and manufactures leading-edge solutions for the test and selective 
soldering of electronic boards and modules. Moreover, Seica provides battery test 
solutions, automotive electronic board test solutions, infotainment test, as well as 
electric vehicle inverter and battery charging station test systems. Seica has fully 
embraced the concept of Industry 4.0, developing solutions to monitor and collect 
information from machines and industrial plants to enable the optimization of 
manufacturing processes, maintenance and energy management 
Company headquarters are located in Italy, with direct offices in USA, Germany, 
China, Mexico and France. 
www.seica.com 
 
About Canavisia 
Canavisia is an Italian company based in Strambino (TO), part of the Seica SpA group, 
specialized in Energy Management, Industrial Monitoring (Industry 4.0) and Smart 
City solutions. Canavisia designs and manufactures products, applications, solutions 
and services for the acquisition and digitization of data from machines, factories, 
buildings and cities, allowing the connection, monitoring and control of resources 
with the goal of optimizing processes, maintenance and intelligent energy 
management. Canavisia is also the official Italian distributor of Aegis Factory Logix ™ 
Manufacturing Execution System software, able to manage all the logistic and 
production processes in a lean and cost effective way. All the Canavisia Solutions are 
compliant with the requirements of the Industry 4.0 incentives program. 
www.canavisia.com 
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Free webinar - last chance to book 
Thursday 27 October 2022 - 15:00 -16:00 UK Time 
   
IMAPS-UK has developed a unique set of Training Course Modules to 
assist in upskilling and reskilling personnel on the essential elements of 
Packaging and Assembly aspects for the Design, Manufacture and Testing 
of Power Electronics. 
This Free Webinar will cover the following topics: 
Introduction to Power Electronics Packaging 
Overview of Course Content at Basic, Intermediate and Advanced Level 
Samples of course content 
Options for Stakeholder involvement 
Overview of opportunities to do the course 
The next opportunity to engage with the PEPTUS course is the PEPTUS 



 

Workshop on Developing Power Packaging Options on Wednesday 23rd 
November 2022 at the University of Nottingham prior to the iPower4 
Conference on Thursday 24th November 2022. 
 
Who Should Attend 
Engineers and Technicians involved in Power Electronics Design, 
Manufacture and Test 
Undergraduates and Post-graduates interested in Power Electronics 
Research and Development 
Engineers and Technicians seeking to become involved in Driving the 
Electric Revolution 
QC/Reliability Personnel and Managers wanting to gain an appreciation of 
power electronics assembly processes 

 

   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 For any other details or information Please contact: 
IMAPS-UK Secretariat 
 125 High Street Chesterton, Cambridge, UK  
 Tel: +44 0131 2029004 
 e-mail: Office@imaps.org.uk 
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New Senior Director of Business Development joins Ventec 
US-Team 

October 24, 2022 – Ventec International Group Co., Ltd. 
(6672 TT) announces the appointment of Paul Cooke as 
Senior Director of Business Development. With a holistic 
focus across the entire US region, Paul will further develop 
Ventec’s customer base in all key industry segments, 
including the core automotive, military, and aerospace 
sectors. Driven by the growing demand for Ventec’s 
products, as Sr. Director Business Development, Paul will 

also expand our US team with experienced individuals who provide exceptional 
customer solutions. 

Paul comes to Ventec with 30 years of combined sales and engineering experience as 
a leading field application engineer in the PCB and electronics industries. An expert 
in both client and internal team relations, he has a comprehensive history in 
developing customer-led solutions, as well as a strong focus on training and industry 
education. Paul is a leader with several PCB standards organizations, including IPC, 
HDPUG and SMTA. 

Chris Hanson, Global Head IMS Technology at Ventec comments: “Paul has extensive 
experience within the aerospace and military markets among others, and we’re 
enthusiastic to have him on board to grow our North American and Canadian client 
base.” 

Ventec International is a world leader in the production of polyimide & high 
reliability epoxy laminates and prepregs and specialist provider of thermal 
management and IMS solutions. Further information about Ventec’s solutions and 
the company’s wide variety of products is available at www.venteclaminates.com 
and/or by downloading the Ventec APP. 
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How Vietnam can win even more from China decoupling 
A few well-targeted reforms of SOEs and SMEs could attract even more of the 
investment leaving China 
By GUANIE LIM and CHENGWEI XUOCTOBER 19, 2022 
 
In late August 2022, news broke that Apple was in talks to manufacture its famed 
Apple Watches and MacBooks in Vietnam for the first time. Some view this as a 
move by transnational corporations and their core suppliers to diversify their 
production away from China, buffering themselves from intensifying US-China geo-
economics competition. 
 
Others interpret this as a sign of Vietnam’s deepening manufacturing prowess built 
on its famed 1986 doi moi (renovation) program. The reforms sought to reintegrate 
the country into the global economy. Among the more significant moves were the 
creation of stock exchanges, the promotion of private ownership and the 
encouragement of private-public partnerships. 
 
US-China relations are the talk of the town in recent times and various transnational 
corporations have relocated their facilities from China to adjacent economies such as 
Vietnam for reasons including, but not limited to, trade tensions. 
 
But long-term overtures from other countries matter as well. Former South Korean 
president Park Geun-hye (2013–2017) lobbied hard to cement closer economic ties 
between Seoul and Hanoi. One of the most prominent ways she did this was by 
inviting the chaebols (large family-owned business groups) to invest in Vietnam. 
While the chaebol-led investment was economically motivated, a less discussed 
factor is the backlash they faced in the Chinese market after Park decided 
to deploy the Terminal High Altitude Area Defence (THAAD) missile defence system. 
Any contemporary tourist strolling around Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City would be 
hard-pressed to ignore the ubiquitous presence of these chaebols, ranging from 
consumer electronics brands (Samsung) to retail giants (Lotte Group). 
 



Vietnamese economic planners have done their homework. The business 
environment has improved over the past decade. Vietnam progressed on the World 
Bank Ease of Doing Business Ranking from 98th in 2012 to 70th in 2020, leapfrogging 
other developing economies equally hungry to attract investment dollars. 
 
One of the most concrete manifestations of Vietnam’s success is its industrial zones, 
without which no amount of overture to foreign investors would have borne fruit. 
In exchange for the soft and hard infrastructure facilities provided in these industrial 
zones, foreign transnational corporations establish a local presence and generate 
positive externalities — local employment and technology transfers — fuelling 
Vietnam’s export-oriented industrialization. 

 
Smartphone factory in Vietnam. Photo: VNA 
 
The active cultivation of such industrial zones over the last decade coincided with 
some of Vietnam’s highest current account surpluses when transnational 
corporations began to use Vietnam as a regional business center. Its much-improved 
current account means that the threat of a balance of payment crisis, the nightmare 
of many developing economies, has been consigned to the past. 
 
Much remains to be done. Economists have long urged a fresh round of economic 
reforms, drawing inspiration from doi moi. Despite some positive developments, 
growth has slowed, particularly in recent years. A renewed focus on transforming 
Vietnam’s productive structure is needed. 
 
A major component of this new doi moi would involve a more drastic restructuring 
of the country’s state-owned enterprises (SOEs). As part of Vietnam’s socialist roots, 
they are widely expected to spearhead the country’s industrialization effort, 
especially in strategic sectors. But their performance is far from impressive, even in 
the post-1986 era. 
 



Despite multiple rounds of administrative reforms, many of these SOEs remain 
plagued by inefficiency, mismanagement and poor export performance. Vietnam’s 
export revenue has been captured mainly by foreign investors. In early 2021, 76.3% 
of exports were orchestrated by transnational corporations. Domestic business 
groups account for only 23.7% of exports. 
As is often the case with transition economies, deeper and more sustainable growth 
depends on how meaningfully the government can reorganize these SOEs to face the 
challenges of globalization. Vietnam is no exception. 
To harness the assets and goodwill of Vietnam’s SOEs the same companies should be 
subjected to more public scrutiny. Enhanced transparency will foster a greater 
understanding of their operations, limiting rent-seeking. More robust corporate 
governance is also likely to inspire investor confidence, helping the government 
fetch higher prices when it privatizes these SOEs. 
A related policy measure would involve providing Vietnam’s small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) with more financial and technical assistance. Unlike SOEs, they 
are unburdened by administrative prerogatives and other “social functions” — 
making them nimbler and more responsive to market forces. But SMEs typically lack 
capital and technology, so they need support to ensure vitality. 
Vietnam should explore well-designed support programs to better integrate these 
enterprises into the production networks of SOEs and foreign transnational 
corporations — especially in export markets. The country’s motorcycle industry has 
witnessed substantial technological deepening following the efforts of Japanese 
transnational corporations to leverage Vietnam as an export hub. 

Garment workers on a production line at the Garment 10 Company on the outskirts 
of Hanoi. Photo: AFP / Hoang Dinh Nam 
 



The challenge now is to formulate closer cooperation between foreign and local 
companies in other export-oriented industries. Export targeting stimulated 
organizational learning and broader technological linkages in Asia’s earlier 
generation of latecomer economies. 
Small- or medium-sized economies like Vietnam cannot realistically sway geopolitical 
tensions at the international level. Vietnam needs long-term policymaking geared 
towards acquiring product and process know-how — both of which are crucial to 
raising competitiveness. 
Its experience might provide lessons for other East Asian states trying to implement 
policies compatible with their socioeconomic conditions while managing the fallout 
of the US-China geo-economic rivalry. 
 
Guanie Lim is Assistant Professor at the National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies, 
Japan. Chengwei Xu is Research Fellow at the Nanyang Center for Public Administration, Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore. 
 
This article, republished with permission, was first published by East Asia Forum, which is based out 
of the Crawford School of Public Policy within the College of Asia and the Pacific at the Australian 
National University. 
 
 

China's underground market for chips 
draws desperate automakers 

BloombergWednesday 19 October 20220 

 
Credit: DIGITIMES 

In her two-bedroom apartment on the outskirts of Chinese tech hub 
Shenzhen, Wang woke to a deluge of messages. One read: 
"SPC5744PFK1AMLQ9, 300 pc, 21+. Any need?" 



Within minutes, the 32-year-old was at her computer in the living room, 
hurriedly clearing away empty packets of instant noodles and pulling up 
a spreadsheet. The code referred to a chip produced by NXP 
Semiconductors and used in a car's microcontroller unit. The sender of 
the message was trying to find a taker for the 300, made no earlier than 
2021, that had come into his possession. 

Neither Wang, nor any of her six-member team, are legitimate chip 
dealers. Freelance brokers like her used to be bit players in China's 
semiconductor market, but they became increasingly important in late 
2020 when a worldwide shortage of chips began to disrupt supplies of 
everything from smartphones to vehicles. Now, they've formed a 
massive gray market - an opaque forum populated by hundreds of 
middlemen and riddled with second-hand or out-of-date chips where the 
cost of acquiring just one can run to 500 times its original price. The 
situation is most acute with chips destined for cars, which are becoming 
more like computers on wheels as the industry is revolutionized. The US's 
recent chip technology export curbs will only make the shortages worse, 
encouraging underground activity, the head of China's major car 
association said. 

"Recent US sanctions have introduced another round of panic to the 
market and disturbed the supply of both entry level and more advanced 
chips," China Passenger Car Association secretary general Cui Dongshu 
said last week. "Distribution channels and the prices of chips are messed 
up." 

Opportunists the world over have seized on the chips shortfall, jacking up 
the price companies pay for the crucial circuital components. But a lack 
of regulation and soaring demand - China is by far the biggest global 
market for cars and is in the throes of a new wave of electric vehicles 
(EV) - mean under-the-table deals are more widespread here. 

In scores of interviews with more than a dozen people involved in this 
world, all of whom declined to be identified because of the sensitive 
nature of what they're doing, Bloomberg News pieced together how the 
complicated network operates. Substandard chips have so infiltrated the 
supply chain, many brokers say, that car quality, and worse - safety - is at 
risk. Should a fraudulent chip fail in the ABS brake module of a vehicle, 
for example, the consequences could be life threatening. 

Leading German auto-parts supplier Robert Bosch GmbH received 
several requests from Chinese carmakers to process vehicle components 



using chips that had been sourced on the gray market by the companies 
themselves, people familiar with the matter said. Bosch ultimately 
turned down the requests, believing the chips could risk the integrity of 
its own parts. One automaker requested Bosch work with gray-market 
semiconductors whose price had soared during a Covid outbreak 
because Bosch's Malaysian supplier had to cease production of the chips, 
used in Bosch's ESP (Electronic Stability Program) product. (Electronic 
stability programs work with a car's antilock braking system to detect 
skidding movements and counteract them.) Bosch refused, one of the 
people said. A representative for Bosch referred to an interview that Xu 
Daquan, its executive vice president of China, did in September, in which 
he said the chip shortage "is not expected to be solved in the next year." 
The company declined to comment further. 

While operations like Wang's are legal in that they're registered 
companies and pay taxes, the provenance of chips bought and sold on 
the gray market can be difficult to assess. Chips can come from 
questionable channels - backdoor sales from authorized agents, who may 
have, intentionally or otherwise, placed surplus orders with a 
manufacturer, or legitimate companies that are selling excess chips for a 
profit, violating agreements with the original chipmakers. Some of the 
brokers also try to juice profits by hoarding and price gouging, behaviour 
that violates Chinese regulations and that local authorities have sought 
to crack down on. 

According to Wang, who asked to only be identified by her last name, the 
"conventional system whereby auto suppliers place an order through an 
authorized agent and wait for distribution from an original chipmaker no 
longer works." 

Semiconductors required for microcontroller units have been among the 
hardest to source and command the most eye-watering prices, reporting 
by Bloomberg found. That's because they're used in so many parts of a 
car, from electronic braking systems to air conditioning and window 
control units. In a world where chips are becoming smarter and smaller, 
they require much less advanced technology to manufacture and 
therefore command smaller margins. As demand surged during the 
pandemic, chipmakers switched production to more profitable 
semiconductors for use in consumer electronics or medical devices, 
greatly reducing the supply of microcontroller unit chips. 

Carmakers responded in different ways. Toyota Motor and Volkswagen 
largely just pulled back on production and deliveries, while Tesla found 



workarounds, developing new software that allowed the pioneering 
electric vehicle maker to use alternative semiconductors. In China, the 
cutthroat nature of the local market - there were some 200 registered EV 
makers, alone, last year - saw domestic players in particular embrace the 
chip gray market. 

All three of China's main, US-listed EV upstarts - Nio, Xpeng and Li Auto - 
have tried to buy chips via these unauthorized agents, middlemen who 
are classified as such because they don't have permission from the 
original chipmakers to distribute their products, according to people 
familiar with their activities. In fact, almost every Chinese carmaker 
except the country's biggest EV manufacturer BYD, which makes its own 
chips, has attempted to source semiconductors this way, the people said. 

Beijing-based Li Auto, known for its flagship Li One sports utility vehicle, 
paid the equivalent of over US$500 to one broker for a single brake chip 
that cost about US$1 before the pandemic, people familiar with the 
matter said. 

In an interview with Bloomberg in July, Li Auto president Kevin Shen said 
the company was still struggling with some key chip supplies and 
expected to continue to face problems given the number of 
semiconductors required by tech-laden EVs. A representative for Li Auto 
denied the company paid 500 times the original price for a chip, but 
declined to comment further for this story. Spokespeople for Nio and 
Xpeng declined to comment. 

The gray-market trade mainly takes place online, in WeChat groups and 
over email, but trades also sometimes happen at physical marketplaces 
like the Saige (SEG) Electronics Market Plaza Huaqiangbei in Shenzhen, 
where brokers have been known to bring chip samples in knapsacks to 
secure orders. And it hasn't escaped regulators' notice. In August last 
year, the government launched a probe into possible price manipulation, 
fining three brokers a total of CNY2.5 million (US$350,000) for selling car 
chips "with a substantial markup." But in a market where automakers are 
so desperate for supply they're willing to pay multiple times what a chip 
is worth, that sort of penalty isn't much of a deterrent. 

China's secondary chip market didn't spring up overnight. It existed 
before the semiconductor crunch, but with so many people sensing an 
opportunity to profit, it's ballooned. "Everyone's a speculator," one of 
the unauthorized brokers interviewed by Bloomberg said. 
While in most cases, brokers get sales commissions, the most profitable, 



albeit risky, way to make money is to try to predict demand and hoard 
chips, offloading them later for huge markups. It requires good luck, 
plenty of cash and lots of guanxi, the Chinese system of social networks 
and influential relationships that facilitates business dealings. If a bet 
goes wrong, it could mean bankruptcy. Reports of overnight millionaires, 
and suicides, aren't unheard of. 

Relatively low barriers to entry mean that "anyone with sources can be a 
broker," according to a manager at a Shenzhen-based semiconductor 
trading company. "Companies like us may have some advantage in terms 
of product reliability but the opportunists have muddled the market. We 
had no choice but to join it." 

Brokers with better guanxi are always the first to get information and 
enjoy priority when it comes to securing orders at an advantageous 
price. Bribery isn't commonplace, but it's also not unheard of. Chip 
supplier employees are sometimes paid to steal chips that have been 
allocated to an automaker, people familiar with the matter said. Aware 
of such misconduct, one Chinese car company has begun dispatching 
staff to oversee delivery of their semiconductors. An employee then sits 
alongside the parts maker's production line to make sure that the chips 
are used in their products and any left over are properly locked away, 
according to a person familiar with the arrangement. 

A sale typically goes to the party willing to pay the highest price but 
sometimes, having better guanxi trumps that. Instead of paying by 
instalments - the conventional way of automotive chip supply - all 
transactions in the gray market are paid in cash. 

To prevent others from tracing where chips have come from, 
intermediaries often scrub labels or information on packaging. Though 
completely fake chips aren't commonly seen because of the technical 
expertise and machines required to make them, several automakers have 
fallen into the trap of unwittingly buying second-hand chips that have 
been removed from discarded auto parts and sold as new, people 
familiar with the matter said. 

"Reused chips can cause problems because they might have been built 
for too small a temperature range, for example," said Phil Koopman, an 
associate professor of electronic and computer engineering at Carnegie 
Mellon University. He's been involved with automotive chip design and 
safety for around 30 years. "Just as important is that chips wear out over 
time, so reused chips might fail much sooner than expected. I'm not 



aware of any practical way to detect this problem other than re-doing 
factory qualifications for temperature ranges and reverse engineering to 
check for signs of repackaging." These chips can easily slip into vehicles 
unnoticed, he said. 

The risk of that happening has spawned another grass roots industry: 
chip quality inspectors. Typically former employees of chip companies or 
authorized agents, they claim to have the ability to verify labels and 
packaging and even to be able to X-ray the interiors of the chips. 
Business consultants are also joining the fray, vetting brokers for 
carmakers and running business credibility checks. 

In a bid to accelerate the procurement process considering how volatile 
prices are, several Chinese automakers have appointed people internally 
to oversee the direct purchase of chips from brokers. In some cases, chip 
prices may change overnight, every other hour, or even after a purchase 
inquiry is made. If carmakers have well-oiled systems in place, the time 
from quotation to delivery can be as fast as 24 hours. "Chinese 
automakers are more flexible in finding the solutions to ease the chip 
supply," Wang Bin, an automotive analyst at Credit Suisse Group AG, said 
at a briefing in May. 

However faced with such immediate demand for chips, almost all car 
companies have chosen to compromise, at a minimum by accepting chips 
with older production dates. Before Covid, automakers typically only 
used chips produced in the past 12 months; now many are using 
semiconductors made four or five years ago, so long as they're the right 
type. 

Older chips that have never been used but that have been well stored 
"can be acceptable depending on the circumstances," said Koopman at 
Carnegie Mellon. One hitch is that older chips might have design defects 
- "errata" that have subsequently been corrected in newer versions. 
"Newer vehicles might not ever have been tested to see if they can 
survive the defects in the older chips," he said. 
The PCA's Cui said it's impossible to detect what used or refurbished 
chips may be circulating inside cars and as such, regulators have a 
difficult time supervising gray market transactions. Whether it will lead 
to safety issues is hard to say but "at the very least it's not fair to 
consumers because they're not informed about it," he said. 

China's State Administration for Market Regulation has said hoarding 
chips violates several articles under national price law. "Brokers are 



taking advantage of the imbalance between the supply and demand of 
auto chips in China," it said, adding that such behaviour could lead to 
"panic stocking and worsen the imbalance." China's Ministry of 
Information and Technology and its Ministry of Transport, each of which 
has a safety regulation unit, didn't respond to requests for comment. 
There haven't been any accidents publicly known to have been caused by 
faulty chips purchased on the gray market. 

While global automakers like Toyota and General Motors say the chip 
shortfall is showing signs of easing, Fitch Ratings doesn't see a full 
recovery until 2023, due to the combination of semiconductor shortages, 
shipping delays and Covid Zero lockdowns, especially in China. That 
means automakers are increasingly being pushed to switch up their long-
held strategy of only holding enough inventory for the immediate future 
and building in buffers, according to Kenny Yao, a director at Shanghai-
based auto industry consultancy AlixPartners. 

"An automaker has to think about three questions," Yao said. "In the 
short term, can it find a good replacement for certain types of chips? In 
the mid-term, can it alter its design to allow for more flexibility in 
semiconductor parts? And in the long term, can levels of integration be 
raised to combine the functions controlled by several basic chips into one 
advanced one?" 

Until that point, business should remain brisk for Wang. 

While her company has a small office about 30 minutes' subway ride 
away, she's so busy that she rarely goes in, spending most of her waking 
hours hunched over her laptop at the dining room table or answering 
WeChat messages from her bedroom. When things get really crazy, she 
has to stockpile food. "We've become the go-to guys for urgent 
supplies," she said. "It keeps our clients' production lines running." 

 

5 Trends to Watch in Electronics Manufacturing 

By Barbara Jorgensen   

The factory of the future will not be a cold, dark facility where robots ceaselessly 
assemble products designed by artificial intelligence. Yes, facilities will be heavily 
automated and emphasize sustainability, but the technologies and trends shaping 
electronics manufacturing aim to augment human innovation rather than replace it. 



In fact, many of the technologies that improve manufacturing operations –
 augmented/virtual reality (AR/VR), the IoT and the industrial IoT (IIoT) and artificial 
intelligence (AI) – make factories safer for workers while decreasing costs. Products 
and factories themselves will be environmentally friendly and will emphasize both 
cyber and physical security. 

DIGITIZATION, THE IOT AND THE IIOT 

Industry 4.0, or digitization, is the foundation of most manufacturing advancements. 
Factories are getting smarter — the IoT/IIoT enable sensors, applications, and 
associated networking equipment to work together to collect, monitor and analyze 
data from industrial operations. This data, in turn, provides information that can be 
used to enhance the manufacturing process. 

Earlier this year, Microsoft and consumer goods manufacturer Procter & Gamble 
announced a major digital collaboration. Microsoft’s digital manufacturing system 
will give P&G’s team access to real-time data and AI models that will help optimize 
and streamline production. The project incorporates Microsoft Azure, Microsoft’s 
hybrid cloud computing platform, which will allow AI, machine learning and IIoT 
technologies to be seamlessly integrated into P&G’s existing infrastructure. 

The two companies also plan to incorporate digital twins, which can aid everything 
from product design to employee training. Digital twins allow companies to conduct 
virtual “what if” experiments of their production environments without causing 
disruption. Likewise, digital twins can virtually configure a factory floor and model 
how workers interact with machines. Employees can train in that virtual setting so 
they’re fully proficient from day one. 

Improving efficiency and productivity are core goals of Industry 4.0. 

AR/VR 

AR/VR provides a level of human and machine connectivity that blends the creative 
with the practical. Engineers use VR and AR help to refine and optimize designs at an 
early stage. Concepts and options can be reviewed, adjusted and modified quickly. 
Digital models can also be virtually tested, analyzed and simulated. The result 
is rapid iterative design cycles. 

VR and AR also make animated simulations possible so developers can see how 
products will be used over time and allow factors such as ergonomics, access, look 
and feel come into play. 2D drawings or 3D models can’t convey the same 
experience as a life-like simulation, so manufacturers also use these tools when 
interfacing with customers. 

Ultimately VR and AR aid communication and buy-in during product development. 
The result is reduced technical risk, with a greater probability components and 
products will be fit for purpose. 



AI AND PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE 

Implementing AI in a manufacturing context means using data to make actionable 
decisions faster and more accurately than a human, according to NIST. It’s the 
enabling technology behind predictive maintenance, which anticipates how a 
machine will behave under a future payload and when, why and how it will need to 
be fixed based on past experience. 

These systems are heavily reliant on sensors, which provide data on electrical flow, 
vibration, temperature and a variety of metrics that can impact a machine’s 
performance. Early predictive maintenance solutions alerted people to problems 
with particular machines; now they identify which component had triggered a 
notification. 

Predictive maintenance reduces factory downtime and related costs, and AI plays a 
role in quality, scrap reduction and inventory/demand forecasting. 

Using metrics to predict behavior across product specifications can minimize scrap 
and maximize product quality. Predicting if and when a machine or process will no 
longer meet given specifications – or drift — enables manufacturers to proactively 
do what’s needed to bring it back to spec. 

With a thorough understanding of plant operations and the data behind production, 
manufacturers can forecast the demand and movement of critical parts, resulting in 
significant inventory savings. 

Data analysis also makes remote assistance more efficient. Some technicians use 
smart glasses that capture audio and video evidence of a machine’s behavior and 
broadcast it live to a support agent. The receiving party can then offer help in various 
forms, including sending relevant documents or drawings to the customer. 

CYBER AND PHYSICAL SECURITY 

Manufacturing plants are increasingly connected. They feature intelligent machines 
that collect data and present meaningful trends. Some facilities feature collaborative 
robots that work alongside humans to boost productivity. Manufacturers may also 
have automated systems that allow quickly reordering items before they go out of 
stock. 

Research published in November 2020 showed that manufacturers are under 
increasing threats from attacks that use encrypted channels to bypass legacy security 
controls. More specifically, the manufacturing sector faced 1.1 billion of these 
threats, accounting for 17.4 percent of all such attacks. 

A practice called zero trust can be applied to manufacturing, meaning parties never 
give automatic approval to any entity that tries to access a facility or a network — 
whether that person is an employee or a manufacturer’s most reliable supplier. 



This approach segments data so that only relevant parties can access it. For example, 
if an entry-level manufacturing floor worker tried to retrieve resources only used by 
the accounting department, that action would trigger an alert and keep the content 
locked down until someone reviews the access request and approves or denies it. 

Keeping material locked down like that reduces the chances of a massive data 
breach that puts customer information at risk. A hacker may get access to one data 
segment or a single resource. However, they’d have to successfully enter numerous 
others before causing the kind of damage associated with data breaches when 
companies do not use a zero-trust strategy. 

GREEN/SUSTAINABILITY 

Sustainability is now a priority for manufacturing and spans several dimensions. The 
first is the circular economy which gauges a company’s impact on climate and the 
environment. Then there’s sustainable supply: the long-term viability of vendors, on-
hand inventory and dependable logistics. Many electronics companies are designing 
products based more on component availability than on price or performance. 

Engineering teams are also considering sustainability at the design stage. According 
to Accenture research, designing products for reuse, resale, repair, refurbishment, 
and remanufacturing can boost operating profit for a company by 16 percent. In 
addition, modifying business models for recovery of products can bring up to 35 
percent in cost savings, an 80 percent reduction in material losses, and a 45 percent 
reduction in CO₂ emissions. 

But defining sustainability in high-tech manufacturing is a challenge because it 
ranges from efforts and resources like mining rare earth materials, transportation, 
operation, and lifecycle management to environmental systems, power generation 
and labor resources. While it seems that every tech company has adopted the 
sustainability banner, the definition of “sustainable” varies company by company. 

Advanced warehouses, for example, have fully automated sections that don’t 
require light, heat or humans to pick orders. Newer factories are being built with 
materials, operations and footprints that reduce carbon emissions, consume less 
energy and use recycled materials. 

Products themselves are differentiated through energy efficiency and size. Pure 
Storage is a provider of enterprise data flash storage solutions designed to substitute 
for electromechanical disk arrays. It focuses on the all-flash array market which uses 
significantly less energy than spinning disks. “Even within AFA Pure uses less energy 
and has a smaller footprint than our competitors,” said Mike Fitzgerald, Pure’s vice 
president for operations. Pure has reduced the footprint of its storage arrays to the 
size of a stereo receiver or VCR. 

Sustainability must be part of the way a business is run, rather than a CSR initiative, 
 said Simon Ellis, program vice president for IDC Manufacturing Insights. “That means 



operating with sustainability principals in mind, not just a regulatory or reporting 
requirements. Companies looking to expand should consider reducing their water 
usage. If supply chains are entering a protracted period of resource constraints – and 
there is certainly evidence to suggest that is the case — then sustainable supply will 
be a critical element of successful companies.” 

Ellis also noted that the enabling technologies in future manufacturing won’t 
produce the Skynet AI in the movie Terminator that autonomously manufactures 
killer machines. “Automation is task replacement, not people replacement,” he said. 
“Smart automation makes sense. It’s technology like AI that learns from existing data 
and doesn’t make business decisions. It’s not Skynet.” 

 
Barbara Jorgensen 

Barbara Jorgensen is managing editor and co-founder of supply chain 
publication EPSNews, which was acquired by Aspencore in 2017. Barb 
has more than 28 years’ experience as a journalist, working for leading 
electronics industry publications such as Electronic Business, Electronic 
Buyers' News (EBN) and EDN. Her focus areas include general business, 
electronics distribution, supply chain, trade and industry analysis. 

Barb began her journalism career with the Gannett newspaper chain in 
Binghamton, NY. 
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NEWS FROM THE IPC 
 
Winners of IPC Hand Soldering Competition at Instrutec 2022 

Announced 
  

In conjunction with Instrutec 2022 and the Estonian Electronics 
Industries Association, IPC hosted its popular IPC Hand Soldering 
Competition in Tallinn, Estonia October 12-14, 2022, welcoming 31 
competitors from 14 European electronics companies.     

Skilled contestants competed to build an assembly in accordance 
with IPC-A-610 – Class 3 criteria, and were judged on the functionality of 
the assembly, compliance with the assembly process, and overall 
product quality. Contestants were allowed a maximum of one hour to 
complete the process. 

On the winner’s podium at Instrutec 2022 were:                           
                     

First Place: Returning first prize winner, Timmo Antso, Scanfil. He 
received a certificate, a cash prize of 300 EUR, a soldering station from 
sponsor Hakko, and a gift from sponsor Almit. As the winner, Ansto 
qualified for the IPC Hand Soldering World Championship at electronica 
in Munich, Germany, November 15–18, 2022.  

Second place: Ave Esko, Scanfil. She received a certificate, a cash 
prize of 200 EUR, and a soldering station from sponsor Hakko, and a gift 
from sponsor Almit. 

Third Place: Karen Andresoo, Enics. She received a certificate, a 
cash prize of 100 EUR, a soldering station from sponsor Hakko, and a gift 
from sponsor Almit. 

 
Best Company Team Award 



IPC and the Estonian Electronics Industries Association presented 
the Best Company Team Award, recognizing the company which 
engaged the best team, with overall score based on the best scores of 
competitors from that company. All companies that registered two or 
more competitors were automatically entered into the Best Company 
Team category. For the Estonian competition, 11 companies were 
eligible for the Best Company Team Award. The top prize was presented 
to Scanfil, with a winning score achieved by Scanfil competitors Timmo 
Ansto and Ave Esko.  

IPC thanks the Instrutec tradeshow and the Estonian Electronics 
Industries Association for hosting the event. IPC is grateful to the HSC 
sponsors for their generous support: 

 Gold sponsors: Hakko, Thales, and Ateliers System 
 Silver Sponsors: Optilia, Almit, Polygone CAO, SFM-Societe 

Française de Microscopie, the local IPC licensed training center 
Tallinna Polüteknikum and the Estonian Electronics Industries 
Association 

“IPC thanks and congratulates all the participants and their 
companies for their interest and for taking up the challenge,” said 
Philippe Leonard, IPC Europe director. “We look forward to seeing all of 
the first-place winners compete in the Hand Soldering World 
Championship at electronica in Munich, next month.” 

For more information on HSC competitions in Europe, contact 
Leonard at PhilippeLeonard@ipc.org.  

 

 Attendees can Meet, Greet, Connect and Expand their 

Network at  

IPC APEX EXPO 2023 

IPC APEX EXPO 2023 attendees can meet with electronics industry 

innovators and connect with peers all in one place at the San Diego 

Convention Center, January 21–26, 2023.  

From the exhibit floor to the classroom and everywhere in between, 

including the show floor welcome reception, poster presentations, 

newcomers networking reception, exhibitor product showcase corridor, ice 



cream social on the show floor, women in electronics networking reception; 

and more, attendees can meet, greet and connect at special networking 

events throughout IPC APEX EXPO 2023. 

Among the highly anticipated special events is opening keynote by 

mechanical and aerospace engineer, host and co-producer of Emily’s 

Wonder Lab on Netflix, and executive producer and host of Xploration Outer 

Space on FOX, Emily Calandrelli. On Tuesday, January 24, Calandrelli will 

present, “The Sustainability, Economics and Advocacy of Space 

Exploration,” addressing how space exploration is helping life here on Earth 

and providing an overview of the innovation occurring today -- where we’re 

headed and the economics and advocacy behind it all.  

New in 2023 will be a career connection event with special guests from 

IPC’s Emerging Engineer program who will lead a discussion on forging a 

career path by taking risks and looking for opportunities. Advance registration 

for the career connection networking event is required and is free with the 

All-Access Package; registration for this event is $40 if registering separately. 

“Special events at IPC APEX EXPO provide tremendous value for 

attendees,” said Alicia Balonek, IPC senior director of trade shows and 

events. “And, when it comes to career development and advancement it’s not 

only what you know it’s also who you know. Thousands of industry leaders, 

manufacturing innovators and subject matter experts from across the globe 

will convene at IPC APEX EXPO 2023, making it the place to be to help you 

build company and personal networks and advance careers to the next level. 

This is what makes the IPC APEX EXPO experience priceless.” 

The event essentials pass as well as access to the exhibit hall is free to 

those who register by January 21, a savings of $40 on-site. Attendees who 

register by December 16 will save 20 percent off registration fees. In 

addition, attendees who register for the All-Access Package will receive a 

significant percentage off a la carte options. Schedule and registration details 

are available at www.IPCAPEXEXPO.org. 
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International Diary  

2022 

TPCA Taiwan 
26-28 October 
Taiwan 

EIPC @ Electronica 
Stand B1-643 
15-18 November 
Munich, Germany 

EIPC Technical Snapshot Webinar 
Registrations via www.eipc.org 
30 November 
 
EIPC @ Evertiq Tampere 
1 December 
Tampere, Finland 

2023 

EIPC Winter Conference 
9 & 10 February 
Lyon, France 


